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1. In 
Axiomatic property-oriented (“‘equation-oriented”‘) escriptions of data structures 
provide a powerful concept for the specification, the design, and the development 
of algebras, consisting of families of object sets and of famiks of operations on 
them. In the meantime the usefulness of algebraic specifications of abstract data 
types is widely accepted. 
However, for making algebraic specitkations into a powerful practical teal for 
software ngineering purposes, their theory and ?heir methodology nas to be furtkr 
developed. Central questions here are the structuring of specifications, the treatment 
of functions the effect of the application of which is not defined for certain arguments, 
the model-theoretic framework (the semantics) and the deductive theory of algebraic 
specifications. 
Clearly, for the practical use of algebraic specifications, not only theoretical but 
more pragmatic questions may be decisive: what is needed is a weli wor 
methodology and a flexible: formalism (‘“specification I ge”) as well as the 
of support tools. But one should be aware o 
ies, and tools have to be based 03 an appropriate foun~ati~n~~ 
framework. 
However, still the theory of atge rain types is incomplete. 
co and open questions, for instance concernin 
functions and the treatment of “diverging” expressions es 
with partial “nonstrict’” operations, which are we~~-~nderst 
domain theory of denotational semantics. A theory ca 
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operations is needed even if only an equational treatment of the if-construct is 
required. 
Algebraic specifications (using conditional equations) including higher-order 
functions can be written in a straightforward way. We consider identifiers for 
functions in higher-order axioms very similar to identifiers for objects not ranging 
over the space of all functions with the respective functionality (the whole function 
space), but only over the set of those functions that can be represented by functional 
terms, i.e., by composing iven functions (term-generated functions). 
In the following, a theoretical framework for an equational approach to nonstrict 
operations and infinite objects in abstract ypes with higher-order functions will be 
given. Basically, we understand our approach as a further extension of the algebraic 
approach developed by the Munich CIP group. 
The paper is organized as follows: At first we give some basic definitions including 
the notion of term and context. Then we define the notion of partial interpretation. 
We treat the notions of algebraic extension and of hierarchical data types and of 
higher-order signatures and higher-order algebras. 
asic notions 
In this section we introduce the basic notions needed in the following chapters. 
We start with a number of “syntactical” concepts. 
2.1. Signatures, terms, contexts, polynomials 
A signature provides sets of names for sets and functions. Basically, a signature 
can be understood as defining an (abstract) syntax. A (first-order) signature C 
consists of a pair (S, F) and an arity function where 
S is a set of sorts, and 
F is a set of function symbols, 
and, for every f E F, the arity arity( f) E S* x S is fixed. A function symbol f c F with 
arity(f) = (s) for some sort s is called nullary. We shall often write in type 
specifications 
for specifying 
arity(f) = (s1 . . . &,I). 
A subsigna ture (S’, F’) of a signature 
'* x S’ for all f E F’) with S’ G S, F’ E F. 
= (S, F) is a signature (Le., arity( f) E 
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xample 2.1. The signature ENAT= (SNAT, FNA-& of the numbers is given by 
s 
F NAT = {true, false, not, and, or, . . . , zero, SUCC, pred, iszero, . . .}, 
arity( true) = (bool), 
arity( false) = (bool), 
arity(not) = (hod bool), 
arity( and) = (boo1 boo1 bool), 
arity(zer0) = (nat), 
arity(succ) = (nat nat), 
arity(pred) = (nat nat), 
arity(iszero) = (nat boo]). 
The signature &ooL specified by 
}, {true, false, not, and, or}) 
forms a subsignature of the signature &A-r. 
Often we have two classes of sorts and function symbols in a signature. The sorts 
and function symbols in the first class are well-understood. Therefore they will be 
called primitive. The sorts and function symbols in the second class are not well- 
understood and can be explained in terms of the primitive ones. Therefcre, they 
will be called nonprimitive. According to this concept of structuring and observability 
we often consider hierarchical signatures: 
A signature C is called hierarchical iff a subsignature PRIM(X) of G (i.e., the 
arities coincide) is ‘designated as being primitive. Kate that PRIM(Z) can itself be 
hierarchical again. For instance, in Example 2.1 the subsignature ZBooL could be 
designated as primitive for 2NA-r. Then GNAT forms a hierarchical signature. 
Often the actual names for the sorts and functions are not important. Rather the 
structure of the signature is relevant. Therefore, one may sometimes be interested 
in renaming sorts or function symbols. This can be done by a signature morphism. 
A signature morphism (+ from C to C ’ for signatures C = (S, F), C ’ = (S’, F’) is a 
pair (a,, cr2) of mappkgs q : S + S’, a2 : F + F’ with 
for everyfE F with arity(.f) = (sI . . . s,,+~ ). For reasons of simplicity we often 
q as well as a2 simply by V. 
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Given a signature 2 we can form terms. ‘Ihe family of sets (s) of terms of 
sort s (formed over the signature 2) is defined as follows: 
for f~ F with arity(f) =(s), we have _f~ W,(s); 
for f~ F with a&y(f) = (s, . . . s,s) and terms tr E Wr (s,), . . . , tn E Wz (s,), we , 
havef&,...,t,)E W&). 
We take the smallest (in the inclusion 01 Bering) sets of terms for W,(s) that fulfil 
the definition. If the signature C does not contain nullary function symbols, then 
all sets W,(s) are empty. The set W=(s) of terms of sort s over a signature C is a 
member of the family ( W=(S)),~~ of sets (also called the carrier sets of the word- 
algebra WE, term algebra, Merbrand universe). The elements of W,(s) are often 
called ground terms. 
Given an S-sorted family X = (Xs)sEs of (disjoint) infinite sets X, of identifiers, 
Wz (X) then defines the algebra of terms with free identifiers from X, i.e., the term 
algebra over the extended signature (S, (x E X, : s E S} u F) with arity(x) = (s) for 
x E X,. By Ws (s, X) the set of terms from W, (X) of sort s are denoted. The terms 
from W,(s, S) are also called Z-polynomials of sort s over X. 
Example 2.2. For the signature C MAT we obtain as ground terms of sort oat: 
zero, succ(zero), pred(zero), . . . 
and the ground terms of sort bool; 
true, false, not(true), not(false), and(true, false), . . . 
and also 
iszero(zero), iszero(succ(zero)), . . . 
Assuming X,, = {n, nl, n2, . . .}, Xh, = (b, bl, b2, . . .}, we obtain polynomials of 
sort bool and mot rqectively such as 
b. n, iszero( n), not(b), . . . 
An important operation on terms is the substitution function (for any s, s’ E S) 
[./.I: Ws(s’, X) x W,(s, X) x xs + Ws(s’, X) 
that allows to replace all occurrences of an identifier in a term by some other term. 
It is defined by (for t E WZ (s, X), y, x E X,) 
y[ t/x] = y if x and y are distinct identifiers, 
x[ t/x] = t, 
f0 19 l l l 9 fn)[flxl =fMflxl, l l l 9 fnWXl)* 
s usual we also use the simultaneous ubstitution denoted by t*[fl/xl, . . l , f&J 
which is just a straightforward extension of the concept of simple substituion. 
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Similar to the univzse of terms, the universe of contexts may be defined over G. 
Contexts are closely lated to polynomials and to the functions one may define 
over a given family of functions. They play an important role in all term-oriented 
calculi such as algebraic specifications (cf. observability by primitive contexts) or 
in term rewriting. Other interesting examples where contexts are considered are 
positional ogic or the treatment of attributes in compiler construction. In the sequel 
we are going to give a very “functional” definition of a context. 
Similar to the universe of terms, the universe of contexts is defined over a given 
signature 2. A C-context c of sort s"+~ for (terms or polynomials of) the sorts 
Sl, .“., s, is a particular function on terms: 
c: W,(q,X)x* l * x w&l, X) + w,(s,+* 9 w 
such that there exists a polynomial t E Wz (s,,+, X) and identifiers x1, . . . ,x, where 
CCh , . *. , in] = t[tJxl, . . . , t,lrw,]. 
If in t each of the identifiers xl,. . . , x, occurs in t exactly once, then c is called a 
simple context. If t is xi, then we write also .i for c. ‘Ihe set of those contexts will 
be denoted by Cz(sl, . . . , s,J and the set of all contexts is denoted by Cz. 
Contexts are very similar to polynomials. However, in contrast o contexts, in 
polynomials the free identifiers have a relevant identity and are not linearly ordered. 
The terms built over signatures and their structures are especially interesting for 
algebraic specifications. All that we can really write down are terms that carry the 
intended information. Therefore we study the term structure in detail. 
A term tl is called a subterm of a term tz and we write tl ssub t2 if 
3CE C,: c[t*] = t2. 
One easily proves that ssub is a partial o~&r. 
For contexts we may define two partial o&rings in a straightforward way: for 
a multiple context cl, a context c2 is called a subcontext if 
3CE CT=: ccc21 = Cl 
and we write cl ssub 2. c For a context c2, a context c1 is called a more general context 
and we write c, sgen c2 if 
3C 1,=--Y C&x$ q[cI,...,cn]=c2. 
Trivially, the identity function is the most general context. Again sgen defines a 
partial ordering modulo the ordering for the arguments. 
osition 2.3. (1) The stdering ssub on contexts coincides with thepointwise ordering 
s zUb induced by ssub on co~~iezY.5 as functions. 
(2) The ordering sgen is ctpAs:::rlently complete, i.e., whenever two contexts have an 
upper bound, there exists a least E:pi-er bound. 
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of. (1): We have, by definition, 
which is equivalent o 
wt 1,. . . , tn: 3CE cs: c[c&, . . . , t,)] = C&l,. . . , t,). 
(2): Induction on the structure of the contexts: Assume contexts cl, c2, c with 
then, if cl = ai take c2 as least upper bound for cl and c2; if c2 = .j take c1 as leaat 
upper bound. If both cl # ei and c2 # oi, then we must have 
c:=f(&. . . , c:)hC2=f(C: ,...) C;)hC=f(C; ,..., 4) 
and cf sgen c:, CT sge,, cl. By induction hypothesis, there exist cp that are least upper 
bounds for ci and cf. f(cy, . . . , c”,) is a least upper bound for cl and c2. Cl 
Given two contexts cl and c2, a context c is also called a unf,Sr of cl and c2 if 
Cl sgen c and c2 6,, c. 
Note that since sgen is a consistently complete partial ordering, we immediately 
may also talk about a least upper bound (most general unifier) for cl and c2. If 
there exists a unifier for cl and c2, then, according to Proposition 2.3, there always 
exists a most general unijer, i.e., a least upper bound for cl and c,. 
2.2. Z-formulas and abstract types 
In order to have the possibility to write axioms for specifying abstract ypes, we 
define the set of C-formulas: A Zformula over the family of identifiers X is defined 
inductively by 
for tl , t2 E W,(X) of identical sort, the equation tl = t2 and the expression DEF( tl) 
are (atomic) Z formulas; 
for C-formulas e, , e,, iel , e, A e2, e, v e2, e,* e2, Va x: el ,3x: e2 are C-formulas 
(provided x E X, and s E S). 
A Lformula of the form 
Ws,xl: . . .Ws,x,: e, A l l l A e,*e,+,, 
where the ei either are equations or of the form DEF( t) or lDEF( t), !s called a 
Horn-formula. If none of the ei is of the form lDEF( t), then we speak of a definedness 
orn-formula; if none of the e, is of the form DEF( t), then we speak of a 
dejnedness negative Horn-formula. 
A (partial) abstract ype T = (Z, E) consists of a signature C and a set E of 
C-formulas. Generally, we always provide a name for an abstract type. A first 
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example for an abstract ype is the type BOOL: 
DEF(true), DEF( false), 
i(true = false), 
not(false) = true, not( not( x)) = x, 
or(true, x) = true, 
or(false, x) = x, 
or(x, true) = true, 
or(x, false) = x, 
and(false, x) = false, 
and(true, x) = x, 
and(x, false) = false, 
and(x, true) = x. 
The axioms are all assumed to be universally quantified. The axiom l&rue = false) 
will be the only negated equation that we use throughout his paper. The formula 
DEF(true) expresses that the result of the nullary function true is defined. 
A hierarchical type T = (25, E, PRIM( T)) consists of a signature Z, a set of axioms 
E and a primitive type PRIM(T) being a subtype of (2; E) which may be simple 
or hierarchical, too. 
A first example of a hierarchical type is the type NAT: 
type NAT= 
based_on BOOL, 
sort nat, 
fct nat zero, 
fct @at) nat succ, 
fct (art x: not(iszero(x))) nat pred, 
fct (nat) boo1 iszero, 
pred(succ(x)) = x, 
iszero(zer0) = true, iszero( succ( x)) = false, 
at add, mult, sub, 
add(zero, y) = y, add(succ(x), y) = succ(add(x, y)), 
sub(x, zero) = x, sub(x, succ(y)) = pred(sub(x, y)), 
mult(x, zero) = zero, mult(x, succ(y)) = add(mult(x, y), x j. 
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The indication base&on BOOL specifies that the type BOOL is the primitive subtype 
of type NAT and that all the sorts and function symbols as well as the axioms of 
BOOL are also contained in the type NAT. 
The restriction in the introduction of the function symbol pred 
f&at x: not(iszero(x))) ilflf pred 
is a shorthand for the axiom 
DEF(pred(x))=Snot(iszero(x)) = true 
The function pred is a partial function. In the presence of partial functions we 
immediately discover questions like “does the following equation hold?” 
or( iszero( preG(zero)), true) = true. 
Certainly, pred(zero) is not defined and therefore, for “strict” functions iszero, 
iszero(pred(zero)) should be not defined, too. However, due to the equation 
or(x, true) = true we might also conclude 
or(iszero(pred(x)), true) = true. ( ) * 
However, assuming or and iszero to be strict we may conclude that 
or(iszero(pred(x)), true) is not defined. In the sequel we are going to develop a 
semantic framework for algebraic types where iszero is strict and nevertheless 
equation (*) holds. An even more significant example for nonstrict operations are 
conditionals. 
We can easily add an operation 
fct @ud, nat, nat 
to the type NAT with the axioms 
if(true, x, y ) = x, if(false, x9 y) = y, 
DEF(if(b, x, y))aDEF@) 
We want to have, for instance, if (true, zero, pred(zero)) = zero, although pred(zero) 
is not defined. Therl if is “nonstrict”: from 1DEF(y) we cannot conclude, in general, 
lDEF(if( b, x, y)). t is rather clear that we would like to have an algebraic framework 
for treating strict and nonstrict functions side by side. 
A further example is given by the algebraic type SEQ: 
SEQ = 
a&-on DATA, BOOL, 
conc(conc(sI , sd, s3) = conc( s1 , conc( s2, sj)), 
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conc( s, eseq) = s = conc( eseq, s), 
iseseq( eseq) = true, iseseq( 111 (x)) = false, 
iseseq(conc( s,r)) = and( iseseq( s), iseseq( r)), 
lr(conc(s, m(x))) = s, 
first(conc( m(x), s)) = X, 
rr(conc(m(x), s)) = s, 
last( conc( s, m(x))) = X. 
Here in connection with nonstrict functions we might even ask more complex 
question. If we want to solve equations like 
x = conc( m(zero), SC), 
then if cone is strict, then “x not defined” is a trivial solution of% the eqsation. 
However, if cone is nonstrict, then “jr not defined” is not a solution and we may 
for nontrivial solutions. This way we may include “infinite” objects. From the 
equation and the axioms of §EQ we may derive for X: 
first(rr’(x)) = zero 
for all i. This can be shown by induction on i. For i = 0 we obtain 
first(rr’( x)) = first(x) = first(conc( m(zero), x)) = zero. 
By induction on i with hypothesis: rri(x) = x 
r-r’+‘(x) = r+‘(x)) = rr(x) = rr(conc(m(zero), x)) = X. 
In the following we are going to provide a purely equational framework in which 
questions as outlined above can be tackled. 
3. Model theory for partial types 
In this section we introduce the notion of partial interpretations. Partial interpreta- 
tion wi”i1 be associated as a model-theoretic meaning to abstract ypes. 
3.1. Partial heterogeneous algebras 
Signatures provide names for sets and functions. If families of sets and families 
of functions are given for the names, then we speak of an algebra. 
Let the signature C = (S, F) be given. A partial, hererogeneous Zalgebra A is a 
Pair UsALs, (fA)IEF) consisting of a family of carrier sets sA and a family of partial 
mappings 
for every f~ F with a&y(f) = (sl,. . . , s”+~ ). Thus the arity of a function symbol 
indicates the range and domain of the corresponding function in an algebra. 
A Z-algebra A is called total if all functions in 
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Example 3.1. the signature C NAT of the example above we o 
algebra A by ng* 
A 
181 
A 
=def 9 
where B denotes the set of logical values, i.e., = {tt, ff} and N denotes the natural 
numbers. With the function symbols we denote the usual functicpa; for instance, 
zeroA = 0, SUCCA(X) =x+ 1, 
predA(x) = x - 1 if x > 0, 
predA(0) 
and so on. 
is not defined 
Fsr an arbitrary signature the families of ground terms W,(s) form a total 
E-algebra if we asso&te the corresponding term-building operations with the 
function symbols. Also the contexts form an algebra, More precisely, for the signature 
C = (S, F) the contexts build a (S*, Cz )-algebra. Interestingly, in the context-algebra 
every object in a carrier set also occurs as a function associated with a function 
symbol. 
Let now C’ = (S’, F’) be a subsignature ofC. A Z-algebra A is called 2’-subalgebra 
of the Z-algebra B iff 
(1) vs E S’: SAC_ s”, 
(2) VfE F’: fA=fBIA. 
Here f”iA denotes the restriction of the mapping fB to the elements of the carrier 
sets of A. In a Xsubalgebra certain sorts and objects may be missing with respect 
to a given Z-algebra and for the remaining sorts some objects may be missing, too. 
A Zsubalgebra A is called a C’-reduct of a Z-algebra B if E’ is a subsignature 
of C and 
(1) VSES: sA=sB, 
(2) VfeF’:fA=fB. 
Thus a C’-reduct is a special case of a Z ’-subalgebra. If we replace the equality 
L6_99 l 
- m condition (2) of these definitions by the less-defined ordering “$“, we 
sl;<dk of weak Z’-subalgebras and weak C ‘-reducts respectively. For partial functions 
the ordering “G,_” is defined as usual by 
f sI g iff Vx: f(x) is not defined or f(x) = g(x). 
For our example signature ZKAT we can define a second &,-algebra 
D=z, 
zeroD = 0, 
succD(x) =x+ 1, predD(x) = x - 1,. . . 
NAT-algebra defined in the example above forms a weak Zsubalgebra 
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A Z-algebra A is called strictly term-generated (finitely generated) if A does not 
contain a proper Zsubalgebra. Both the C NAT-algebras A and D are strictly 
term-generated. However, if we replace in D predD by the function predA, the 
application of which is not defined for the argument 0, then the resulting algebra 
is no longer term-generated since it contains A as proper CNAT-subalgebra. Note 
that every Z-algebra contains exactly one strictly term-generated X-subalgebra. 
Trivially, a hierarchy on a signature C induces a hierarchy on every X-algebra 
A. Then A is called a hierurchicul X-algebra. Then A contains a PRIM(C)-reduct 
which is sometimes also called the primitive PRIM(Z)-subalgebra of A. 
Signature morphisms can be used to rename X-algebras. Given the two signatures 
2, = (SI , Fl) and & = ($, FJ and a signature morphism u : & + &, then every 
ra A2 can be seen containing a subalgebra that can be renamed into a 
&-algebra Al by taking 
- for the carrierset ~~1 associated with the sort s E SI , the set ~(s)~2; 
- for the function fAl in Al, the function a(fiA2 where s E S, j% E 
We denote the &algebra Al that is induced by the signature morphism a on A2 
by o-‘(AZ). 
Often we are interested to study the relationship between algebras with the same 
signatures. This can be done by particular families of functions. 
For E-algebras A and B a family Q = (Q S ) SEs of partial mappings Q~ : sA + sB is 
called a (partial) Z-homomorphism iff, for every f~ F with a&y(f) = (sI, . . . , s,,+~), 
the following two conditions are fulfilled (for simplicity of notation we drop the 
index s in Q~): 
(1) Vu1 E sf, . . . , a,, E s$ if both p(fA(al, . . . , a,)) and f B(Q(aI), l l . , q(an)) 
are defined, then 
Q(fA(Q,, . . l 3 Qn)) =f B(Q(Q~), l l l 3 Q(Qd) 69 
(2) Val,aiEsp,..., a,, a: E s$ 
* o(fA(al,. . l 3 a,)) = Q(f^M,. l . 9 d)). ( ) ** 
Condition (**) assures that Q induces a congruence relation on A and condition 
(*) says that the function f B behaves like the f~n&cn induced by Q on B for f 4. 
The equality “=” used here is assumed to be strong, i.e., Q( a,) = Q( a,) holds iff 
both sides are defined and are identical or if both Q( a,) and Q( a*) are not defined. 
Note that cp(fA(a)) (and, similarly,fB(Q(a))) is not defined whenever fA(q) is not 
defined or f A( a) = a' is defined, but Q( a') is not defined. Note that the composition 
of partial homomorphisms may not be a homomorphism again. 
Trivially, if f A, fB and Q are total functions, then equation (*) must always hold, 
condition (**) is trivially fulfilled and we obtain the classical notion of a homomorph- 
ism. is in particular means that if fA( a,, .. . , a,) a, f “(Qk), l l l 9 Q(%)) me 
defined, so is tp(fA(al , . . . , a,)) and (*) holds. 
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From now on, for notational convenience, we always drop the sort index s from 
V>S and write for homomorphisms Q: A + B. 
Our notion of partial homomorphism is more liberal than the one in 171. 
more restricted notion of a homomorphism used there is introduced later by restrict- 
ing the notion of partial homomorphism as defined above. 
Homomorphisms are mainly used to compare Z-algebras A and B. Partial 
homomorphisms compare fragments of Z-algebras. In the classical case of total 
algebras with total homomorphisms, a homomorphism between term-generated 
algebt as A and B basically induces a congruence relation on A such that the 
respective quotient structure is isomorphic to B. So B can be seen as arising from 
A by identifying certain elements. 
For partial algebras and partial homomorphisms we may always ask whether the 
homomorphic images of two elements from A are equal and whether the homomor- 
phic image of an element from A is defined. In connection with operations fA in 
A and fB in B we can ask similar questions for their images. 
A partial Z-homomorphism (p : A-, B defines a weak Z-subalgebra A’ of A, 
consisting of the subsets of the carrier sets, the objects of which have defined images. 
That is, for all s f S we define 
sA’={uCsA: o(a) is defined} 
and the corresponding weakening of the functions to the carrier sets of A’; i.e., for 
f~ F with a&y(f) = (s 1,. . . , sn+,) the respective functions fA’ in A’ are defined by 
f( A’ a Ir.=~,u”)=fA(Q*,~.=,a,) 
if the ~(a,) are defined for all 4 lG<n and tp(fA!ul,...,u,)) is defined and 
f?u 1,-**9 a,) is not defined otherwise. Then by Q': A + A’ we denote the partial 
identity with Q'(U) = u if Q(U) is defined. By Q-: A’+ B we denote the total c- 
homomorphism from A’ to B which is the restriction of Q to A’. So every partial 
X-homomorphism from the Z-algebra A to the Z-algebra B defines a weak C- 
subalgebra A” of A and a total Z-homomorphism from A’ to B. 
For a (total) Z-homomorphism (pm: A’-, B we can always isolate a weak C- 
subalgebra ’ of B consisting just of the elements that are images of elements in 
A; i.e., we define the carrier sets of B’ by 
sB’ =_:!~~:&zEs~: q’(u)=b} 
and for f c F with arity(f) =(+,. . . , sn+J the respective functions f” in B’ are 
defined by 
f B’(bl,. . . ¶b,)=Q-(fA(U,,==.,Q,)) 
where bi = Q'( ui) and DEF( f B(bl, . . . , b,,)). 
Due to the definition of B’, such ui do exist and, due to the definition of 
homomorphism, the definition is independent of the choice of the uj and thus 
consistent. By this we get a total surjective homomorphism QN : A’+ B’ such that 
Va, E sf, . . . 9 u, E ssf: p"( fA'( aI, . . . , a,)) = f B’( fp”( a,), . . . , fpR( a,)). 
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By construction, B’ is a weak Cubalgebra of Therefore, there exists a total 
C-homomorphism q”’ : B’+ B which is the identity on the elements of the carrier 
sets of B’. 
We obtain a decomposition (fat-torization) of homomorphisms p
A ,cp’_ A’.Q”- B’ ,z+ B with Q = Q' o Q" o Q~ 
where Q' is the partial identity (a weakenin of the identity) and Q~ is the identity 
(the embedding of B’ into B), and Q" is a total X-homomorphism. This decom- 
posision shows very explicitly the structure of a partial homomorphism. 
For certain par& of A (those not in A’) and certain parts of B (those not in B’), 
a homomorphism &p does not establish any correspondence. For some sort s E S and 
some element a e sA we may have 
fA(4 may be defined, whereas 
fB(cp(a)) is undefined and vice versa. 
The notion of a homomorphism can be restricted to enforce a closer relationship 
between A and B. We now study a nur,lber of those restrictions that will be used 
later for classifying interpretations of algebraic specifications. 
A partial homomorphism Q is called strict iff, for every f~ F with a&y(f) = 
(S I,-*-,%+1 3 ) we have 
Va14,...,a,4: sp(fA(al,...,a,))=fB(cp(al),...,Q(a,)). 
In particular, this implies that cp(fA(al, . . . , a,)) is not defined whenever Q( Ui) is 
not defined for some i, 1 S i s n. Strictness ensures that the image of Q defines a 
Zsubalgebra for B (and not just a weak Zsubalgebra). In particular, in the 
decomposition of Q above, Q" is strict. If Q is strict, then B’ is just the 25subalgebra 
of B. 
A 2Z-homomorphism Q is called strengthening if f”( 4p( a,), . . . , q( a,)) is defined 
whenever o(fA(al,..., a,)) is defined. For unary functions f this condition is 
equivalent o the condition 
fAoQ6,QofB. 
In particular, in the decomposition of Q above, (9”’ is strengthening. In terms of 
decomposition of homomorphisms for a strengthening homomorp ism, we obtain 
in addition that Q" is strengthening. Total strengthening Zhomomorphisms coincide 
again with the classical notion. 
A X-homomorphism iscalled weakening if Q( f ^( a,, . . . , cn)) is-defined whenever 
fB(Q(~~),.--, Q( a,)) is defined. For unary functions f this is equivalent o the 
condition 
Q"fBdlfA“Q. 
In particular, in the decomposition of Q above, p’ is wea eni%!* In terms of 
decomposition of homomorphisms for a strengthening homomorphism, we obtain 
in addition that 9” is weakening. Tot-ti stmngtheni Ic-homomorphis wintide 
again with the classical notion. 
(suia or total, res 
nin& strictly or totally) zenninol 
p:B+A. 
The notion of initial 
to homorphism. 
rtant since it Characterizes certain models up 
(stit&, weakening, strengthening, totally) initial 
are isomotphk 
Proof* 19ssume (strict, ning, strengthenin~ ~~tal) Shomomorphisms 
nen ;r;p 0 T is a Z-homomorphism: QP 0 7: A+ A. S&e the identity is a c- 
homomorphism and the Z-homomorphism is unique for A, (p 0 T must be the identity 
function, and also T 0 4p. So T must be the inverse to 9. 0 
IA the case of general partial Shomomorphisms, initial@ is not a very interesting 
notion since only the S-algebra A with empty carrier sets is initial (if A is i&id, 
there exists only one X-homomorphism A-, A; the totally uudefiued function as 
well as the identity are such partial Zhomomorphisms; if A is initial, both coincide, 
so all atiers must be empty). 
ra A every context c E Cr (sl , . . . , s,,+,) cam be iuterpreted by a 
partial function 
which can be defined by induction on the term structure. Every Shomomorphism 
is trivialky also a homomorphism w.r.t. all context functions cA and c* with c E CS. 
So far we did not require any particular properties of a general partial homomorph- 
ism for oases where one of the sides of a homomorphic equation is not defined. 
me strictness condition and the weakening and strengthening conditions, however, 
are rather strong-too strong for some interesting cases. Therefore we AOW consider 
a weaker requirement for the cases where the result of an application of a 
homomo~~sm is not defined. 
A partial homomorphism 9: A-, 
not defined, we h 
4p(cA(o)) defined (c”(&) defined. 
This condition is equivalent o 
(a) not defin )) not 
cn’ to the ivakrcrt condition 
p(cA(a)) Mined q(a) defined or 
Condition (***) includes “weak,’ monotoni condition for Q will 
demonstrated in the following sxtions. Trivi every strict homomo~hism is 
regular. The regularity condition imposes s restrictions for th 
objec;s in A that are results offA@, *. m m sa, ere qd&) is not de8 
is of special interest when we consider interpretations which homomorphisms 
from the term-algebra into partial algebras. 
3.2. Partial intqmtations 
For a given signature C and a given Z-algebra A every weakening partial 
homomorphism IA : Ws + A is called a (partial) intepmtarion of Z-terms in A. 
Note that the term-algebra W, is a total algebra. If IA is strict, we speak of a so& 
interpmztio~ For every Z-algebra A there exists a uniquely determined strict 
interpretation IA of terms in A called the natu& inttqmtation. For terms t E W, 
we denote the natural interpretation I”[ t] also by t? 
Of course, we are not only interested in the interpretation of terms but also in 
the interpretation of polynomials. For studying interpretations of polynomials we 
introduce environments. 
Given a signature C and an S-sorted family X of identifiers and a Z-algebra A, 
then a putti (X, &enoimnment is a family {&s of partial mappings where 
q=: X, + sA for every s E S. Again, for simplicity we drop the indices s and write TJ 
both for {%Ls and r)s. The set of all partial (X, A)-environments will be denoted 
by ENV(X, A). By J2 we denote the everywhere undefined environment. 
In the case of strict interpretr ‘ions every interpretation of terms can be uniquely 
extended to polynomials. For nonstrict interpretations this is not true if we consider 
identifiers with undefined interpretations and there do not exist terms the interpreta- 
tion of which is not efined. If we consider for instance the classical boolean algebra 
B with the sort boo1 and the operations true, false, not, and, or, then, 
environment In, for the polynomial and(x, false) the interpretation is not 
B. Therefore interpretations of polynomials will be considered in the sequel. 
A function I A : ENV( X, A) + W,(X) + A is called a partial (regular) interpretation 
of a Zpolynomial in a given x-algebra A (we write also It(t) f-x IA(q)(t)) if, 
a given (X, A)-environment 7, 
1$x] = q(x), for x from the family of identifiers 
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and 1: is a partial (regular) interpretation of terms where for all polynomials we 
require I:[ t] = I$[t] whenever I = 3)(x) for all x occurring in t. 
If we add a simple further assumption to the class of algebras that for every sort 
there should be at least a term with an undefined interpretation, then for those 
algebras there exists for a given regubr interpretation of terms exactly one regular 
interpretation of C-polynomials; i.e., the regular interpretation of Z-polynomials is 
uniquely defined by a given regular interpretation of terms. For this reason we 
assume aspecial nullary funcuon symbol “omega” for every sort the interpretation 
of which is always undefined. We shall even use omega without mentioning it in 
the signatures explicitly. This assumption is equivalent o the consideration of partial 
interpretations of polynomials. 
Note the difference to domain theory where the element “I” is introduced into 
the semantic models and not into the function symbols. 
According to the “denotation principle”, we often consider just Z-algebras where 
all elements are denotable by terms. This corresponds to the principle ef finite 
term-generability: for a given interpretation, an algebra is called term-generated if 
for every object a of A there exists a term P such that IA[ t] = a, or a polynomial 
such that I$[ t] = a. Note the difference between term-generability and strict term- 
generability. Only for strict interpretations both notions coincide. 
The importance of the notion of strictly term-generated algebras can be seen by 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. A Z-algebra A is strictly term-generated i$ the strict interpretation 
p : “FV2 -) ,4 is a supjectilve Z-homomorphism, i.e., iff A is a strict partial homomorphic 
image of WE. 
roof. (B defines a Zsubalgebra A’ for A by the set of objects that are in the rang& 
of p. On A’ cp is surjective. So A = A’ iff 9 is surjective on A. Cl 
Given two partial Z-interpretations of Z-polynomials IA and I”, 
IA:ENV(X,A)+ w,(X)+A, 
I’:ENV(X,B)+ W,(X)+B, 
and a partial Z-homomorphism cp : A + l?, then cp is called a partial Z-homomorphism 
from the interpretation IA to I B if, for all terms t E W, (X) and all partial (X, A)- 
environments 77, 
f~(C$l)= It&] whenever (s(It[t]) and I$,[t] are defined. 
The notions of strict, strengthening, weakening eneralize straightforwardly. With 
this definition we may also speak about initial or terminal interpretations. In 
the case of strict interpretations, the existence of the homomorphism between the 
algebras A and is suticient for the existence of a homomorphism between the 
interpretations. 
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3.3. On the principle of extensionality 
The concept of hierarchical algebras leads to an abstraction concept, the 
concept of extensionality. This concept supports an abstract view on the nonprim- 
itive terms for a given partial interpretation in a hierarchical algebra. Let 
C = (S, F) be a hierarchical signature with primitive subsignature PRIM(Z) = 
(PRIM(S), PRIM(F)). 
Given a partial interpretation IA in a hierarchical C-algebra A, two nonprimitive 
terms t and t’, i.e., two terms t, t’E W=(s) of the nonprimitive sort s E S\PRI 
are called extensionrllly equivalent if for all primitive sorts p we have 
Vc E c-2(s, p): IAIC[ t]] = IAIC[ t’]]. 
We then also write t -p t’. Two nonprimitive terms are extensionally equivalent if 
they lead to the same primitive effects. The principle of extensionality is well-known 
for functions: two functions are equivalent if their results coincide for all possible 
arguments. 
A partial interpretation IA in a hierarchical Z-algebra A is called fully abstract 
if for all nonprimitive sorts s we have 
vt, t’c W=(s): IA[t] = IA[t’] e t -IA t’. 
Based on the principle of extensionality we can also study the relationship between 
hierarchical algebras with identical primitive subalgebras. Given a partial interpreta- 
tion IA in a hierarchical Z-algebra 4. and a partial interpretation 1’ in a hierarchical 
Z-algebra B, where A and B are assumed to have identical primitive subalgebras, 
the interpretations IA and IB are called extensionally equivalent if for all primitive 
sorts p we have 
WE W,(p): IACt]= IB[t]. 
Now we can prove a very basic lemma on the existence of fully abstract interpreta- 
tions. 
Lemma 3.5. For every partial interpretation IA in a term-generated algebra A there 
c”xis~ an extensionally equivalent partial interpretation that is fully abstract. 
Proof. We can construct he behavioral term algebra B for A where all nonprimitive 
terms are interpreted by the 
primitive terms. We define B 
s E S\PRIM(S) we define 
sB ={h;: t E W=(s)} 
family of functions mapping primitive contexts to 
as follows. For s E PRIM(S) we define sB = sA. For 
where the hi = {h~P}pEpRIM(sJ are families of functions hs.p : C,(s, p) + pA defined by 
h:p(c) = IA[c[ t]]. 
Now we define the functions f” associated with the function symbols f~ F by 
.fB(map(K:), l . . 3 mp( h$ j) = map( h2;’ ) I,...J,,) 5
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where “map” is defined by 
if the sort s is not primitive, 
otherwise. 
me consistency of these definitions and the full abstractness of B as well as the 
extensional equivalence of A and B are easily proved. Cl 
This is a very interesting lemma since it shows that every programming language 
with a fixed extensional behavior has a fully abstract denotational (“compositional”) 
semantic model. We may even compare hierarchical algebras with distinct primitive 
s&algebras via homomcrphisms between the primitive algebras or homomorphisms 
between the interpretations of terms of primitive sort. 
3.4. Totalization of partial algebras 
now shortly study the possibility of dealing with total algebras instead of 
partial ones in connection with partial interpretations. It can be demonstrated that 
all the concepts introduced so far could also be introduced in the framework of 
total algebras if a special element 1 is assumed for every carrier set. 
Given a partial Z-homomorphism Q : A + B we can totalize the homomorphism 
p to a total function &- and the algebra B to the total algebra B*, where & : A -, BL 
and, for s E S, sBL = sB u {I} and, for a E sA, 
q(a) 
p’(a)= I 
( 
if q(a) is defined, 
otherwise; 
and, for f E F with a&y(f) = (sl,. . . , sn+*), we define 
fB%, l l l 9 a,)=fB@,, . . .p a,) 
if fB(b,, . . . , b,) is defined (and bi # _L); and 
.fs’(h, l . l 3 w = cp’(fA(a,, l l l 9 a,)) 
if there exist al, . . . , a, with v’(ai)= bi for all i, 1~ is n, and cp(fA(a,, . . . , a,)) 
is defined, and 
fs’(bl,...,b,)=l 
otherwise. Due to the homomorphism condition, this definition is consistent. 
go the interpretation can also be represented by total algebras with a distinguished 
element 1. However, we prefer to work with partial algebras to emphasize the 
special role of terms with undefined interpretations. 
nalysis of terms with undefined interpretations 
in theory the phenomenon of diverging corn 
t” called “Y or “61’ 
partial order is intro by the concept of ap 
ions is dealt vvith by 
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considered are required to be monotonic or even continuous, which allows to prove 
the existence of least fixed points. Also nonstrict functions are included. “Infinite” 
objects can be represented by the least solution of fixed-point equations or by the 
set of their finite approximations w.r.t. the used ordering. For all these purposes in 
domains, partial orderings are essential. 
Domains are rather order-theoretic than equation-oriented. Of course, we can use 
axiomatic techniques for defining the partial ordering in domains (cf. [28]), but a 
purely algebraic approach based on equational axioms has the significant advantage 
that equational axioms are more simple and can be used much more flexibly. 
Moreover, as it will be shown, there are examples of equationally specified algebras 
for which order-theoretic specifications do not exist. In the classical theory of partial 
functions the introduction of an artificial object I representing “undefined” is 
completely avoided. Partial functions naturally correspond to strict functions (func- 
tions that produce I if some argument is I) if they are totalized (naturally extended) 
by the introduction of the artificial object 1. 
Terms whose interpretation is not defined have to be treated somewhat differently 
than terms with defined interpretation from a point of view of computation. This 
is done by introducing the requirement of regularity. Regularity is a weak form of 
monotonicity. The intuitive meaning of undefinedness in connection with partial 
functions and partial interpretations i less obvious than one might expect. There 
are at least three reasons for considering a term as being not defined (being without 
defined interpretation) or, more precisely, for considering the result of the application 
of a function to certain arguments as not defined: 
- there is no meaningful result for a function application (for example, when asking 
for the first element of an empty sequence); 
- the assumption of total functions might lead to a contradiction (in cases of 
overspecification like in fixed-point equations over numbers such as f(x) = 
f(x)+ 0; 
- it is not possible to treat (axiomatize) all the cases in a (uniquely) defined way 
(in cases of underspecification such as for recursively defined functions with 
nonrecursive domains; an example is the specification of an interpreter). 
Often, all three ways of using partiality occur side by side within one formal 
framework. However, the different reasons require different techniques. In fixed- 
point theory monotonicity (and often even continuity) of functions is assumed for 
guaranteeing the existence of uniquely d Tfined least (w.r.t. definedness) fixed points. 
In an equational axiomatization of partial abeebrcs and partial interpretations we 
need not prove the existence of fixed points but simply can postulate the existence 
of (least) fixed points for all functions and all explicit equations as part of the 
axioms of algebraic specifications. In particular, an order-theoretic treatment is not 
needed. However, one has to be careful about the treatment of terms containing 
subterms with undefined interpretations. 
To illustrate the relationshi between part3 homomorphisms and interpretations 
and domain theory, we now introduce for a given partial interpretation a relation 
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s,_ on the term algebra and the algebra A that carries the interpretation. This way 
we can introduce classical notions from domain theory: An operation f~ F with 
arity(f) = (q, . l l , sn+J is called strict if, for all terms tl , . . . , t, of the corresponding 
sorts, Z”[&, l l l , tn)] is not defined if for one of the terms ti the interpretation 
Z^[ti] is not defined. 
Given a regular X-interpretation IA in a term-generated C-algebra A, we may 
analyse the set of terms whose interpretations are not defined. Let t, t’ be ground 
terms. If t contains subterms tl , . . . , tn with undefined interpretations, i.e., if there 
is a context c such that c[tI, . . . , t,,] = t and there are terms ti, . . . , t; where 
t’G[t’,,..., t:], then we write t <I t’. 
Lemma 3.6. The relation s,_ is a preordering on W,. 
roof. Reflexivity is trivial (choose n = 0). Transitivity is shown as follows: assume 
then there exist terms and contexts uch that 
t = CC?, ,..., t,], t’=c(t’, ,..., ?:I, 
t’ = c’[r,, . . . , r,], t” = c’[ ri , . . . , rh]. 
The contexti c and c’ can be chosen s,,,-minimal. Hence, c sgen c’ must hold due 
e regularity assumption. Thus t GI t”. cl 
Note that s,_ is not a partial ordering, but only a preordering. 
Theorem 3.7. AZ1 contexts are monotonic w.r.t. sL, i.e., for all contexts c and all 
terms t and t’, 
roof. If t s-I t’, then, due to the definition, there exist terms tl , . . . t tn and t: , . . . , t:, 
with the interpretations of t l,. . . , tn not defined and a context co such that 
t= co[t,, . . . , t,,] and t’=co[t{, . . . , t:]. 
Now, 
CM = C[Co[h 9 l * l 9 frill= 4CoNh Yl l l 9 t,l, 
c[t’]=c[c()[t’l,. . . , t;]]=c(c(-J[t:, .e 0, t;1, 
i.e., c[ t] SI c[ t’]. Cl 
Now we are going to study the properties of the relation induced by the relation 
retation IA on the carrier sets sA of the term-generated 
-generated algebras, but it is not 
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antisymmetric in general. And it is not even transitive in general. ‘Iherefore, we 
define for every sort s E S wit on S* to be the transitive 
closure of the relation induc on terms via the interpretation 
I*; i.e., $ is defined to be the least transitive relation on S* for s E S such that, 
for all terms t, t’, 
t q t’ * I^[t] q. IA[t’]. 
We immediately obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.8. For all objects al, a2 and contexts c, 
a1 SI a2 * c*[aJ $ cA[a2]. 
In particular, since functions are contexts, all functions f* are c,-monotonic. 
The term t is called partial and its interpretation I”[t] is called a partial object 
if there exists a term t’ with t sI t’, but not t’ s,_ t and a = I*[ t], a’= I”[t’] and 
a is distinct from a’. 
A regular interpretation I* in a Z-algebra A is called jlat if at most the terms 
with undefined interpretation are partial; i.e., if there do not exist any partial objects. 
3.6. Validity of Z-formulas 
A Z-equation tl = t2 with polynomials tt and t2 of identical sort is called valid 
under a ;yartial interpretation I* (in a Z-algebra A) for the partial environment 7 
if I:[ tl] = I:[ f2] and we then write It I= t1 = t2. The formula DEF( t) is valid under 
a partial interpretation I* for the environment 7 if I;[ t] is defined. We then also 
write 1: I= DEF(t). If t1 and t2 are of the same sort, then we have 
(1; l= lDEF[ tl] A lDEF[ t2]) + (1: I= tl = f2). 
Note that for every context c regularity can be expressed by a definedness-negative 
Horn-formula: 
lDEF(x) A lDEF(c(y)) + lDEF(c(x)). 
201~ the logical operators we assume th _ e p-1assical interpretations. Since the interpreta- 
tions of an equation or of a formula DEF( t) are always either true or false, we can 
use classical “total” (two-valued) logic and we do not have to extend the logical 
operators to arguments that are not defined. For universally quantified formulas of 
_,.e form Vsx: e we define two forms of validity as follows: 
(1) Vsx: e is called strictl’y valid for the total environment a and the strict 
interpretation I* if, for all total environments q with a(y) = v(y) for all identifiers 
y with x # y, we have that e is strictly valid in A for q. 
(2) Vs X: e is called regularly valid for the partial environment a! and the regular 
interpretation I* if, for all partial environments 7 with a!(y) = q(y) for all identifiers 
y with x # y, we have that e is regularly valid under I* for 7. 
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The validity for existential quantification is defined analogously. In connection 
with quantification we observe a similar effect as is well-known from the semantics 
of function application in first-order applicative languages: there is a call-by-value 
treatment and a call-by-name treatment for the actual parameters possible. The same 
distinct concepts for the identifiers used in quantifications are possible. 
A C-formula e is called strictZy vuZid,^sr u &zZgebru A (with strict interpretation 
IA) and we write 
if for all total environments cu the formula e is strictly valid. A formula e is called 
regularly vulid for (the regular interpretation) IA (in a Z-algebra A) and we write 
if for all partial environments q the formula e is regularly valid. 
Strict and regular validity do not coincide for a given partial interpretation and 
the one does not imply the other, in general. However, as long as we consider only 
Horn-formulas, regular validity implies strict validity. 
Example 3.9. Consider the signature GNAT with the classical interpretation. Then 
pred(succ(x)) = x is regularly valid and strictly valid. The formula 
iszero(succ(x)) = false 
is strictly valid, but not regularly valid. The formula DEF(x) is always strictly valid 
but never regularly valid. The formula 
3s~: lDEF(x) 
is always regularly valid, but not stnctly valid. 
The two different forms of validity lead to different interpretations of algebraic 
specifications. 
3.7. Equationally complete C-algebras and algebraic extensions 
So far we have studied equational formulas mainly as a tool for writing axiomatic 
specifications of algebras. Now we study special forms of equations (so-called 
systems of explicit or recursive quations) that can be used for specifying (“describ- 
ing”) objects or families of objects as solutions of equations (fixed points). 
We assume that we are given a Z-algebra A, an S-sorted family X of identifiers, 
and a regular interpretation IA of Zpolynomials in A. A set EE of equations 
between polynomials is called a finite or infinite family of explicit equations if there 
is a finite or infinite (countable’; set of indices such that 
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where the xi are pairwise distinct identifiers and the tj are polynomials. An environ- 
ment 7 or, more precisely, the vector of values r)(xl), . . . , q(q), . . . are called a 
fixed point of EE if, for all i E IND, we have 1: l=reg Xi= ti. A fixed point is called 
minimal (or also minimally defined) if, for every environment 7’ which is also fixed 
point of EE, we have 
rl ‘<*7j*‘77s*$. 
The interpretation IA is called Sequationally co lete if every finite or infinite set 
of explicit equations between finite terms has a solution. Then, in particular for all 
contexts co,...,c,ECz, 
IA bres 3x0 ,...) x*:x,=c()[x, ,..., x,3h”‘hx~=c”[x() )..., XJ. 
A Z-algebra A is called Salgebraic if for every object c1 in A there is a set of explicit 
equations EE and an environment r) such that Q = 7(x0) and 7 is a minimally 
defined fixed point of EE. 
This means that for every sort s every object a E sA can be obtained either by 
interpreting a finite term or as a minimal solution of (a set of) explicit equations 
between finite terms. 
Theorem 3.10. In an equationally complete Z-algebra every finite system of explicit 
equations has a minimal jZxed point. 
An algebra A is called Z-generated by the Z-interpretation IA if there does not 
exist a regular Z-interpretation IA in a proper Zsubalgebra A’ of A that is 
equationally complete and where IA’ = IA. 
Theorem 3.11. If the 2%terpretation IA in the Z-algebra A is Z-generated, then A is 
Z-algebraic. 
Here we study a purely algebraic, equational technique very much in the spirit 
of algebraic extensions in classical algebra. The classical approaches used for dealing 
with fixed-point equations are rather order-theoretic. Here we do not require that 
there exist least fixed points. If uniquely defined least fixed points exist for every 
system of explicit equations, then it is clear that in Z-algebraic interpretations every 
system of explicit equations has exactly one minimal fixed point and every object 
is the least fixed point of a set of equations. 
Theorem 3.62. Every interpretation IA in a term-generated model A can be extended 
to an equationally complete interpretation IA such that A is a Ssubalgebra of A’. 
Ad4 for systems of explicit equations without fixed points the equations as 
formal elements to the carrier set. Cl 
As is well-known, given a. signature C we can also define the set of infinite terms 
(the infinite term-algebra letion Cg of (Cz, Ggen) an 
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G = {c[omega, . . . , omega]: c E C&, . . . B s,]}, 
Wzmega = {c[omega, . . . , omega]: c E Cz[sl, . . . , s,]}. 
A &algebra A is ai ed continuously term-generated if for all sorts s the preorder 
s1 is a pa&l order on the carrier sets sA and we have 
VM c_ Wsmega: M s,-directed * 3a E sA: a = lub{IA[ t]: t E M}, 
VaE sA: 3M E Wxmzga: M s-I -directed and a = lub{ IA[ t]: t E 
and all fA for ftz F are d,-continuous. We do not require that A is complete. There 
might be directed sets in the carrier sets of A that do not have least upper bounds. 
Only those directed sets that are interpretations of directed sets of terms should 
have least upper bounds. This is sufficient for proving the existence of least fixed 
points of systems of explicit term equations. Trivially, we obtain the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.13. Every total interpretation i a continuously term-generated Z-algebra 
is equa tionally complete. 
Note that the reverse does not hold, in general. 
The consideration of equationally complete interpretations can again be con- 
sidered as an additional semantical requirement for the interpretations of algebraic 
specifications. As long as we consider strict interpretations (with regular validity), 
this requirement is trivial: 0 is always a fixed point then. For general regular 
interpretations, families of explicit equations may occur where 0 is not a fixed 
point and therefore nontrivial fixed points must be associated. 
. A deductive theory for partial types 
Given a set of C-formulas E? we can define rules of inference that alhow to deduce 
new formulas from E. Similar to the different forms of validity, we get different 
forms of deductive theories depending on the decision whether we want to deal 
with regular or strict interpretations. We write 
E Lict e and E t-reg e
respectively if e follows from E by the classical r tiles of equational ogic using the 
strict ruk or the regular rule respectively for the instantiation of identifiers. 
A particular set of deduction rules will be given in the sequel, 
Basically, we obtain a first-order equational theory and we can use the classical 
calculus of first-order predicate logic. However, due to the fact that we have partial 
functions, sorted expressions and identifiers, and since we assume aregular interp 
tation and a definedness predicate, we obtain special rules of inference that will 
e following sections. 
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4.1. Deduction rules for equations 
In the rules most of the time we drop the conditions of sort correctness. Sort 
correctness of terms is a simple syntactic property. Of course, rules of inference 
should only be applied to sort correct formulas and only if the resulting formulas 
are sort correct, too. 
Of course, we assume for the equality symbol “=” all the classical laws of 
congruence relations. 
Reflexivity: t= t; 
Symmetry: 
t2_ t1= 
t2= t1’ 
Transitivity : 
h = t2, t2 = ts 
ta = ts 
; 
Congruence: let f E F: 
t*=t:,..., t,=t:, 
f(t I,..., t*)=f(t’l,..., t;,’ 
Note that there are no restrictions on these laws, although 
interpretations. So we can use classical first-order equational 
4.2. Rules for quantifiers 
we deal with partial 
calculus. 
For replacing free identifiers in terms by an arbitrary term (of the corresponding 
sort), we use the rule of instantiation. 
Rule of instantiation for regular validity: Let t E Wx (s), x identifier of sort s: 
e 
ew1 
where e[ t/x] denotes the replacement of x in e by t. Note that this rule does not 
hold for strict validity. For strict validity first the definedness of the term t has to 
be shown. 
Rule of instantiation for strict wlidity: Let C’ E W=(s), x identifier of sort s 
e, DEF( t) 
i-Q/x] l 
According to the occurrence of instantiations of partial functions the rule of universal 
quantification reads for regular interpretations: 
Vsx: e 
e . 
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For strict interpretations this rule is snly correct if the carrier set associated with 
sort s is not empty. FQ~ regular interpretations the quantification is never done over 
an empty set since the everywhere undefined environment 
Since we assume sorted identifiers, the sort information 
redundant. 
4.3. Deduction rules for the dejnedness predicate 
Now, due to the regularity conditions for partial 
rules for talking about the definedness of terms. 
Rules for strong equality: 
interpretations, we get special 
lDEF( tJ, -DEF( t2) WI = tz) 
t1= t* 
9 DEF( t,) v DEF( tz) l 
The regularity con ition gives special rules for deriving the definedness as well as 
the undefinedness of terms. 
Rules for reguiizrity: 
1DERt,CtlxlL lDEF( t2) 
iDEF( tJ t&c]) 
The reverse rule reads 
DEF(tCt,lxl) 
DEF( i[ t&C]) v DEF( tr ) l 
l 
This rule can be reformulated as 
DEFWM), 1DWCM) 
DEW,) 
. 
Later we will in addition study rules connected with induction. For strict interpreta- 
tion we can use stronger ules. 
Rule of strictness: Let 0 s i s n; then, for every strict n-ary function symbol f E F, 
lDEF( ti), f strict 
-Jwf(t*, l l l 9 cl)) l 
The reverse rule reads 
DEF(f(t 1, l l l 3 t,)), f strict 
DEF( tj) 
. 
e classical rules of i dicate logic for the 
Eipational spec@cation cf higher-order algebras 
Deduction rules fo* equationally complete types 
In an equationally 
we have the rule (let x1 
ete type, every explicit equation has a solution. 
,--.,JWXr”,t*E. K(s,J),*-,t& w,(s,,W 
For existential quantifiers we assume the classical rules of quantification. The Skolem 
functions that we can associate with the existential quantifiers above correspond to 
oint operator and will be treated later in connection with hi 
types. Another deduction principle that will be treated later is induction. Of course, 
it has different form& 2il term-generated algebras and in Z-generated algebras. 
5. Absttact types: algebraically specified cl 
Abstract ypes are specifications of signatures (and therefore of a term algebra) 
and of C-formulas which specify a family of partial interpretations for the poly- 
nomials. 
5.1. Interpretations for abstract ypes 
Let T = (2, E) be an abstract ype. A C-algebra A is called a strict model of a 
type T=(Z,E) iff 
(1) VeEE:Absti,e; 
(2) A is strictly term-generated. 
A regular interpretation IA (in a Z-algebra A) is called a regular model of a type 
T=(Z,E) iff 
(1) Ve E E: IA I=, e; 
(2) A is term-generated by IA. 
If we replace condition (2) by 
(2’) A is Z-generated by I”, 
then we speak of an equationally complete regular model. 
It seems a little bit more complicated and less elegant hat not just algebras but 
algebras together with interpretations are considered as models. But this is necessary 
since there may be several possible partial interpretations for a given algebra. A 
very basic example for algebraically specified types is the type L of boolean 
values given in Section 2. 
For the type BOOL every regular model (i.e., eve regular interpretation) is 
carried by an algebra that is strictly ence, every model is flat. 
Trivially, every ground term can be an be shown to be equal to) 
true or false by the axioms. 
Generally, every regular model of 9 data ty 
which, however, is not necessarily a stri 
ic if it has, up to isomo 
spectively) model. If it has (up to isomo ore than on 
c&Xi @yM#iC 
For any type T = (E, E) that includes the 
allows to show the definedness of ce 
we 
1. Letfbea cth t t9 t” 
such that 
+f(t)=true, 
then the inteqwetations of 
f. Due to the definition 
IA[ t’] does not hold in any 
have a defined interpretation. 
With context c where c[x] = or(omeg 
lar interpretations, I ^ [ t] = 
e= false). Thus at least t dr t’ must 
defined and I”[t”] is defined. 
and 
thus, it must be defined too since o se we obtain a contradiction to the regularity 
property. The de edness of t@ is proved analogously (using and instead of or). 
By Lemma 5.1 we may immediately conclude that, for instance, the te 
zero, succ(zero), succ(succ(zero)), . . . are defined since iszero(zero) =true, 
iszero(succ(x 1) = false. 
A (regular or strict) model (interpretation) IA of an abstract type is called 
min ~@~~@~ for the T if, for every interpretation I’A which is a model 
of T, we have 
Note that we have chosen a very liberal concept of mode% where the only restriction 
From a specification point of view there is no good reason to 
tial algebras or terminal algebras. However, sometimes it might 
to consider minimally defined models only. 
sties ~~a~st~act da a types 
Abstract typps provide a very powerful tool for the specification of algebraic 
structures. HOL 2ver, not all abstract types should be considered as proper 
specifications. An abstract type should fulfil at least some simple consistency 
properties. 
For simplicity we assume from now on that every data type includes the type 
consistent if for every C-formula 
ost e or 7e can 
s) s if 
if(true, i 
An abstract data 
ct type 7% co lete and consistent, then it is monomorphic, 
Le., it has (up to the &morphism) exactly one te enerated lar model. 
Proof. A term can immediately nccording to the assumed consist 
and completeness. Assume there are two models, i.e., two regular interpretations 
IA and 1’ in the term-generated algebras A and B. Now we define vA : A+ I3 and 
p@:B+A by (for te W,) 
pA(l”[t]) =I”[t] and q#[t]) = I”[t]. 
Due to the principle of term generation and completeness, in this way $?A and cps 
are uniquely and consistent1 istlly, PA = ve and qe 0 PA denote the 
identity. 0 
kportant properties that characterize 
artial, total, wea 
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then,for all interpretations IB andfor allC-terms t, , t2 with IA l=reg DEF( tl) I\ DEF( t2) 
and IB l=res DEF( tl) A DEF( t2), we have 
Similarly, according to the different concepts of CIhomomorphisms (partial, total, 
weakening, strict), we get different concepts of terminality. 
position 5.4. Let C be a class of partial regular term-generated Z-interpretations. 
If the regular interpretation IA is (totally, partially, weakening, strictly) terminal in 
C, then, for all interpretations IB and for all C-terms tl, t2 with IA l=Wg DEF( tl) A 
DEF(t2) and IB I=,, DEF( tJ A DEF( t2) we have 
IB kes t* = tz * IA l=aes ?I= t2. 
If the treatment of definedness in abstract ypes is complete, then a classical 
lemma on the existence of initial models holds. 
lpIa 5.5. If a type T has only Horn-formulas as axioms and T is deJnedness-complete 
and consistent, hen T has an initial model. 
In connection with axiomatic specifications we can simply indicate in the axioms 
whether the interpretation of certain terms should be defined or definitely not 
defined. However, often a specification is not definedness complete. For all terms 
where nothing is said about definedness we can either be liberal and accept all kinds 
of models: those models where the terms where nothing can be concluded about 
their definedness are defined, and those where those terms are not defined. Another 
possibility is to take only maximally defined models (all terms are defined whose 
undefinedness cannot explicitly be deduced) or minimally defined models (all terms 
are undefined whose definedness cannot explicitly be deduced). 
These different options of taking minimally or maximally defined models can 
especially be expressed by the different forms of homomorphisms and by taking 
initial or terminal models respectively as it is indicated by the lemmas above. 
Structured algebraic specifications are of particular interest in computing science. 
Therefore we consider now hierarchical algebras. 
rarchical abstract ypes 
( T)) be a hierarchical abstract ype where 
) and E is a set 
tive subtype of T. 
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A classical example that is often used is the type FINSET over a given type 
DATA with some specified strict equality function eq; i.e., DATA is assumed to be 
any given type with at leg -St a function eq of functionality ( 1). The fact 
that D_ATA (together with the always included type BOOL) forms the primitive 
subtype of FINSET is expressed by the declaration b 
type FINSET= 
based-on DATA, 
sort fseb 
fct fset eset, 
fct (fset, data) fset add, 
fct (fset) boo1 iseset, 
fct (fset, data) fset delete, 
fct (fset, data) boo1 isel, 
iseset(eset) = true, 
iseset( add( s, x)) = false, 
delete (eset, x) = eset, 
eq(x, y) = true * delete (add(s, y), X) = delete (s, x), 
eq( x, y j = false * delete (add( s, y j, X) = add( delete( s, x), y ), 
isel(eset, xj = false, 
eq(x, y) = true a isel(add(s, y)t x) = true, 
eq(x, y) = false * isel(add(s, y), X) = isel(s, x), 
add(add(s, x), y) = add(add(s, y), x), 
isel(s, X) = true =$ add& X) = s. 
The type FINSET specifies finite sets of objects of sort Note that in a strict 
interpretation the elimination of the last two axioms would not change the terminal 
model but the initial one! 
In a regular interpretation even adding undefined terms to terms of sort set does 
not lead to undefined terms. For instance, we obtain the equation (with eq(x, X) = 
true) 
iselem(add(add( s, x j, omega), X) = true. 
The notion of hierarchical types seems very fundamental. 
situation found in programming very often: some of the sort 
ects of which are well-known and for which the p 
concrete understanding. Examples are booleans, natural n 
For these objects generally external representations e 
and output of programs. Such sorts and their basic ope 
primitives of an abstract ype. For other “nonp 
cted using the rimitive ones, external re 
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nonprimitive objects are called TOI-objects by Guttag (for type-of-interest 
instance, for a database, which of course can be seen as an abstract object, generally 
nobody would expect o have an external standard representation. 
A hierarchical type can always be seen as an enrichment of a given well-understood 
type (that forms the primitive subtype then) by certain sorts and operations. The 
hierarchy is also useful for introducing the concept of oheruability (also called 
input/output behavior or extensional equivalence) in a straightforward way. The 
observable identity of an abstract object, i.e., of some term t of abstract sort, is 
completely defined in some interpretation for the primitive subtype by the values 
of terms c[t] of primitive sorts, where c is some context of primitive sort. If the 
nonprimitive axioms do not introduce unnecessary inequalities, then the observable 
(extensional) equality of nonprimitive terms corresponds to the equality in the 
terminal models. 
Ckii~~, iKb3 ~%dit% th,, LLI~ UIWQ~W~J uwuuwu VU cuw US~SW&U~Y U-Y was .1~‘1 Ua.IVaILY -4 4-A L:ao-nL.. AaG.uwa CIII da n;mnn+.rwh as4 *m an m?;rrma 
of some type is properly reflected in every model. In particular, every model of the 
primitive type should be extendible to a complete model of the whole type: the 
nonprimitive axioms should not impose any new equalities or inequalities for 
primitive terms. Vice versa, all primitive objects should be nameable by primitive 
terms: the nonprimitive operations should not generate additional objects for the 
primitive sorts. 
A Z-algebra A is called a strict (hierarchic@ model of a hierarchical type 
T=(Z,E) iff 
(1) VeE E: AbStti, e; 
(2) A is strictly term-generated; 
(3) the (primitive) PRIM(X)-reduct of A is strictly term-generated. 
A regular interpretation IA (in a Z-algebra) A is called a tegulur (hierarchical) 
model of a hierarchical type T = (Z, E) iff 
(1) Ve c E: IA t=teg e;
(2) A is Z-generated; 
(3) the (primitive) PRIM(X )-reduct of the term-generated subalgebra of IA( Wz ) 
is (C)-term-generated. 
Since the axioms of the overall type include those of the primitive one, all 
om formula properties of the primitive type remain valid in the overall 
type-independent whether they concern defined terms or not. 
A hierarchical type T = (2, E) is called weakly suficiently complete if, for every 
term t E Wx (s) of primitive sort s E PRIM(S) such that E I- DEF( t), there exists a 
primitive term p E WPRIM&s) with E + t = p. 
A hierarchical type T = (2, E) is called suficiently complete if, for every term 
t E K(s) of primitive sort s E PRIM(S) either E I- lDEF( t) or there exists a 
primitive term p E W PRIM(xj( s) with E I- t = p. Sufficient completeness i a sufficient 
condition that no additional primitive elements are added by the nonprimitive 
s, i.e., no junk is generate 
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the type EX-FINSET: 
@e EX-FINSET = 
extends FINSET, 
fct (fset s: not(iseset(s))) dat 
iseset(s) = false * isel(s, any(s)) = true.. 
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Every strict (strictly term-generated) model of this type for which we assume that 
the carrier set associated with booI has exactly two elements is a strict hierarchical 
model, too, although the type is not sufficiently complete. 
The hierarchical type T is called hierarchy-consistent if, for all ground PRI 
formulas e, 
E + e e PRIM(E) I- e. 
A weii-known exampie of a hierarchical type is the type SEQ that specifies equences 
of objects of sort data (see Section 2). In the type SEQ we definitely have partial 
operations. This is expressed by restriction of the corresponding function by terms 
of boolean sort. So 
fct (seq s: not(iseseq( s))) data first 
stands for the axiom 
DEF(first( s)) * not(iseseq( s)) = true. 
In a strict interpretation we obtain the classical algebra of sequences. However, in 
a regular nonstrict interpretation we obtain “partial” sequences, i.e., sequences that 
contain data terms the interpretation of which is not defined. The interpretation of 
m(omega) has to be defined since iseseq( m(x)) is defined and distinct from 
iseseq(eseq). 
We obtain more strict variations of the type of sequences by inserting DEF(x) 
as premises for some of the axioms. Examples are algebras with a strict function 111 
and left-strict or right-strict versions of the function “cone” leading to streams. We 
may also now consider equational complete interpretations of the type sequence. 
Then explicit equations uch as x = conc( m( d), x) with arbitrary objects d of sort 
data do have only nontrivial solutions in equationally complete models. 
5.4. Strict versus regular interpretations of abstract ypes 
Strict validity can also be expressed by particular axioms with regular interpreta- 
tions if we assume that all carrier sets of the algebras 
empty. Given a regular interpretation IA in a Z-algebra 
of the form 
h = rl A -*At* = a, A DEF(qJ A l l l A DEF(q,,,) 3 t,,, = r,+l 
such that IA l=strict e, where x1, . . . , x,, are the only identifiers occurring in e, we have 
IA breg 
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The strictness of a function symbol f with arity(f) = (sl,. . . , s,,+J can be specified 
by the axioms (let 1 s i s n) 
DEF(&, . . -9 x,,)) _ DEF(x~). 
Therefore, every algebraic type T for which a strict interpretation is assumed can 
be transformed into an algebraic type T’ with a class of regular interpretations 
which has exactly the class of models that i, the class of strict models of T Therefore, 
strict algebraic types can be understood as a special case of regular types. 
This can be demonstrated by an examp e. Consider the algebraic type NAT with 
a strict interpretation: 
sort nat, 
fct nat zero, 
fct (oat x: not(iszero(x))) pred, 
fti (nat) hod iszero, 
pred( succ( x)) = x, 
iszero(zer0) = true, 
iszero( succ( x)) = false. 
It can be transformed by the techniques described above into a type NAT with 
regular interpretation equivalent o NAT with a strict interpretation. 
NAT’= 
based-on BOOL 
sort nat, 
fct nat zero, 
fct (nat) nat succ, 
fct (oat x: not(iszero(x))) pred, 
fct (nat) boo1 iszero, 
DEF(succ(x)) * DEF(x), 
DEF(pred(x)) * DEF(x), 
DEF(iszero(x)) * DEF(x), 
DEF( X) + pred( succ( x)) = X, 
iszero(zer0) = true, 
DEF(x) + iszero(succ(x)) = false. 
In general, abstract ypes with strict interpretations can always be transformed into 
abstract ypes with regular interpretations that have the same models. Strictly 
reted abstract types can be seen as a specification scheme for regular interpreta- 
strict functions only. 
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5.5. Equational speci$cations versus order- eoretic speciflca tions 
Now we give an example for a regula algebraic type for which an equivalent 
order-theoretic algebraic specification doe not exist. At first we give a simple analysis 
of the type NAT given above, specifying natural numbers, however with a regular 
interpretation including “partial” numbers. 
Assuming a strict intespretation, the type NAT has just the classical set of 
natural numbers as a model. In a nonstrict (regular) interpretation in every 
minimally defined model we also have “partial” elements such as the i 
pretation of succ(pred(zero)). In every model pred(zero) does not have a defined 
interpretation. However, succ(pred(zero)) has a defined interpretation since 
iszero(succ(pred(zero))) is defined (and false) and iszero(zero) = true, so, due to 
the regularity conditions, both zero and succ(pred(zero)) are defined (and distinct). 
Moreover, all interpretations of terms succ”(pred(zero)) are defined for n > 0 
since iszero(pred”(succ”(pred(zero)))) is defined for n > m and undefined other- 
wise. In equationally complete models the equation x = succ( x) does have a solution. 
A solution x is distinct o the interpretation of ground terms ince iszero(pred”(x)) = 
false holds for all m. 
Now consider the following type very similar to the type FINSET: 
type FSET = 
bmed_on NAT, 
sort fset, 
fct fset emptyset, 
fct (nat, fset) fset put, 
fct (that, fset) boo1 iselem, 
pa, PUNY, SN = PUNY, PUf(% a, 
P&9 PUO, s)) = put@, s), 
iselem(x, put(y, s)) = or(eq(x, y), iselem(x, s)) 
Let us consider the two terms (let omega stand for pred(zero)) 
tl : put( omega, put( succ( omega), put( succ( succ( omega)), emptyset))), 
t2: put( omega, put( succ( succ( omega)), emptyset)). 
Both terms are interpreted ifferently in certain minimally defined models: there is 
no way to conclude the equality of these two terms from the axioms. 
However, whenever we assume <I to be a partial ordering on our models, then 
we obtain (since the interpretation of omega is not defined) 
I*[ tJ sI I*[ t2] and I*[ t2] sI I*[ t,], 
i.e., I*[ tJ = I*[ t2]. So assuming 6L to be a partial ordering leads to sometimes 
unwanted identifications. Or, more precisely, there are equationally specified strut- 
tures that cannot be specified by s .-ordered continuous algebras. 
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5.6. Structural induction 
There is a simple but nevertheless powerful technique for proving properties for 
all term-generated models of an algebraic type, namely the technique of structural 
induction. Trivially, ssUb forms a noetherian ordering on W,. So we can apply the 
classical techniques of structural induction. More refined versions of induction can 
be obtained by the definition of term-normal forms or even unique term-normal 
forms which allow to reduce the proof overhead considerably. 
Based on the relation ssUb, structural induction for term-generated interpretations 
on the term structure reads 
tltc ws: (vtk w,: t’ssub th t’# t =$ P(f)) a P(t) 
P(t) 
. 
Note once more that proofs by structural induction on the term structure can only 
be applied to term-generated interpretations. 
Even for Z-algebraic algebras methods of structural induction work. Then the 
induction must be carried out over all polynomials (contexts) that may occur as 
right-hand sides of explicit equations. Another possibility which will be studied in 
the next section in connection with higher-order algebras is to work with term- 
generated algebras that include an explicit fixed-point operator. 
6. Higher-mder data types 
In some applications it seems convenient to include second- and even higher-order 
functions into algebraic specifications. However, this leads to the question how to 
interpret second-order or even higher-order equational formulas. More precisely, 
the key question is how to handle universal quantification for function identifiers. 
Following the concept of term-generability for objects and contexts we may introduce 
the concept of “term-generated sets of functions”. 
6.1. Higher-order signatures and higher-order algebras 
Let S be a set of basic sorts. The set of higher-order functionalities S’ is defined 
as follows: 
-foralls~Swehaves~S+; 
- ifu l,*~*, u”+~ E S’, then (u, . . . u,+JE SY 
S’ is assumed to be the least set fulfilling these conditions. This construction is 
very similar to the constructions of the types in typed h-calculus. A higher-order 
signature C = (S, F) consists of a set of basic sorts S, a set of (higher-order) function 
symbols F, and a functionality function fct : F -) S+. 
Given a higher-order signature C = (S, F) and an S”-sorted family X = {Xs)sGs+ 
of (pairwise disjoint) sets of identifiers, tie can define for higher-order sorts u E S’ 
s of sort u and the szt ) of polynomials of sort u. 
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The higher-order term algebra Ws over the higher-order signature Z consists of the 
family of sets W,( 24) for 24 ES3. 
W=(u) and W,(u, X) are defined inductively by the following rules: 
(0) Constants: For f c F with fct(f) = u we have 
for XEX, we have ICE W~(u,x). 
(I) Application: For jk W&) with u =(u, . . . un+J we have, for tl E 
w&h), l l ’ 9 trJ E wrw, 
f( t1, l l l 9 t,) E Wr(%+,) 
and for f c Wr(u,, X), t,E WS(U~, X), . . l , t,,E W&,, X) we have 
f(t *,**.,fn)E w,(%+*,X). 
(2) h-abstraction: If t E Wx (to, X) and the pairwise distinct identifiers x1, . . . , -x, 
are of sorts ul,. . l , u,, then 
(A X1, . . . . x,: t)E Ws((u, . . . u,u),X); 
if X1,..., x, are the only free identifiers in t, then 
0 Xl, . . . . x,:t)e Wr((u ,... u,u)). 
(3) Fixed-point operator: Let f e Wr ((u u)); then fix f is a term of sort u, i.e., 
fixf E wdd; 
let f cz W=((u u), X), then fix f is a polynomial of sort u, i.e., 
fix f E W,(u, X). 
Higher-order equations are formulas between polynomials of higher-order sorts. 
Higher-order equations can be interpreted in the same way as classical first-order 
equations. Note here that the validity of higher-order equations trongly depends 
on the range of the carrier sets and that we do not associate with the higher-order 
sort (241.. . tin+1 ) the set of all (partial) functions u;’ x l . l x ut-* u5f+*, but only those 
functions that are contained in the corresponding sort. In term-generated algebras 
this means that they can be represented by some term. 
A higher-order &algebra A consists of a family of carrier sets sA for every s E S’ 
and a family of partial functions fA for every fE F with range and domain accord- 
ing to the functionality of f: If s = (u, . . . un+,), then we assume sA c 
(ufx’-XU~-*U~+,). 
We do not give a model theory in terms of partial interpretations here for 
higher-order types. 
6.2. Deduction rules for higher-order signatures 
For higher-order signatures we use, besides the classical deduction rules, the law 
of extensionality. again assume sort co e terms involved (let 
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f&g) = f&(f) = (111 l l l %+I)) 
vx,,...,x,: f(x, )..., x,)=g(x* ,..., x,) 
f=s 
. 
The other classical aw for (higher-order) functions is the law of instantiation (let 
tic W,(ui,X) for 1Sisn): 
g=f 
g(t1, l l l 9 48) =f(h, l i l 9 fns 
In addition, of course, we assume the laws given for the compositional forms for 
functions. For A-terms we assume the laws of ac-conversion (let yl,. . . , y, be not 
free in t): 
OX,,..., x,:t)=(Ay,,.=.,Y":t~Y,l~,,...,Y"lx,l) 
and the laws of &conversion: 
0 Xl, . ..,x*: t)(t1,. . .) t,)= t[tJx,,. 0 0, t,/x#J. 
In connection with higher-order algebras we have to distinguish carefully between 
a term of sort s and a nullary function f with fct(f) = (s). Then f( ) is a term of 
sort s. 
For f we assume the equation 
f(fixf)=fixf 
and the equation (let x not occur in C and f): 
which is equivalent (since x does not occur in the conclusion) to 
x = f(x) A lDEF(C(x)) * lDEF(C(fixf)). 
The law of extensionality is not a Horn clause and therefore higher-order types are 
significantly distinct to first-$ es with Horn clause specifications. 
6.3. Examples of higher-order typed 
We now give some examples for higher-order specifications of data types. In the 
type BQOL we may introduce a function 
defined by 
cd(true) = Ax, y : x, cd(false) = Ax, y : y. 
n if( bg tl , t2) = cd( b)( tl , t2). is demonstrates how we can work 
other techniques from fun rogramming in higher-order 
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If we assume a given element do of sort we can specify the type 
on an arbitrary type DATA without introducing a new sort: 
base 
init=Ax:& 
update, 
update(f, 4, dzWd = 4, 
eq(d,, d) = false =rS update(f, dl, d,)(d) =f(d). 
For the type sequence we may introduce a star operation: 
high-type STAR = 
based-on SEQ, 
fct (fct(data)data) fct(seq)seq star, 
star(f)(empty) = empty 
star(f)(conc(m(d), s)) = conc(m(f(d)), star(f)(s)). 
If we assume a type STATE with an update function in analogy to the type MAP, 
then we can define a type PL denoting a simple programming language straightfor- 
wardly: 
high-type PL = based-on STATE, IDENTIFIER, MAP, 
fct (sta) $a nop, 
fct(id, fct(sta)int) sta assign, 
fkzt (fc&,a)bool, fct(sta)sta, fct(sta)sta) fct( 
fct (fct(sta)sta, fct(sta)sta) fct(sta)sta semi, 
fct (fct(sta)bool, fct(sta) 
nop=hx:x, 
semik, c2)(x) = c2hW), 
b(s) = true * if@, cl, c2)(s) = cl(s), 
b(s) = false * if( 6, cl, c2)(s) = c2(s), 
DEF( O( s)) * assign@, o)(s) 3 update( s, v, x), 
while( 6, c) = if( 6, semi( c, while( 6, c)), nop). 
The axiom for while could also be replaced by a definition using the fixed-point 
operator. 
while(6, c) = x hx : if( 6, semi( c, x), nop). 
Here a tuned notation could help to improve the readability of the signatures where 
we are allowed to abbreviate function sorts by simple sort identifiers. 
igher-order types as well as “types with nonstrict operations” can be mo 
in classical strict first-order algebraic speci 
ere as objects. en we just have to a 
42 M. Bmy 
function application. But there the law of extensionality causes problems, too, if it 
is to be axiomatized. 
Higher-order algebraic types can just be seen as a notational extension (a mecha- 
nism for schematic extensions) of abstract ypes leading into the rich styles of 
functional programming or typed A-calculus. With higher-order abstract ypes all 
phases of program development can be treated within the algebraic framework. 
6.4. Deduction rules based on Seast$ked-point propetiies and continuity assumptions 
If we assume that fix chooses the least defined function that fulfils an equation 
we may .;;se the deduction rule 
x = t A lDEF( C[x]) _ lDEF( C(&K Ax : t)). 
Due to the regularity conditions, in this way no inconsistencies are introduced in 
types with definedness-positive axioms where no axioms for the fixed-point operator 
are included besides the basic definition that it fulfils the fixed-point equation. 
The princ@e of computational induction can be frs, lated as follows: 
Vi EN: lDEF( ti[x]), where to = t, ti+* = C[ ti] 
lDEE(hx : C[x]) 
. 
With sGs ra;~ of computational induction we can prove only undefinedness ofterms. 
IS ~pres~.~ a weak continuity assumption. The equality of fixed-point definitions 
SC= slos-:,dy connected with the extensional equality. For proving the extensional 
eq&ity of fixed points one may combine techniques using fixed-point properties 
and computational induction. 
For certain types the assumption of the validity of computational induction may 
lead to inconsistencies. 
6.5. Hierarchical higher-order types 
Often one is interested in hierarchical types T with primitive subtypes with a 
complete deductive theory (for regular term-generated models). This means that we 
can prove for all primitive terms t and t’ 
and 
DEF(t) or lDEF( t) 
t= t’ or 7(t= t’). 
All nonprimitive axioms are assumed to be definedness positive Horn clauses, where 
c ?iy equations occur in the conclusions. Let us furthermore assume that the type 
ciently complete and hierarchy-consistent and all primitive sorts are 
flat. Under these assumptions we can prove the following theorem. 
(2) ifthe equality between primitive terms is decidable and the edness ofprimitive 
terms is positive semidecidable, then the equality in T between onprimitive t rms is 
negative semidecidable and their de#nedness i  positive semidecidable. 
f. (1): Define for (nonprimitive) terms t, t’ 
t - t’ if for all contexts C crf primitive sort C[ t] = C[ t’]. 
ruence relation and so defines a fully abstract model on the term al 
Define for nonprimitive t
DEF( t) is valid 
if there exists a context C 
l(C[ t] = C[ t’]) 
of primitive sort such that 
and DEF( C[ t]) 
can be deduced for some term t’; otherwise assume TDEF(t). 
(2): All contexts of primitive sort are recursively enumerable. Also all terms are 
enumerable. Therefore we can search for a given term t, for a term t’ and a primitive 
(boolean) context such that 1( C[ t] = C[ t’]). Note that the equality between primi- 
tive terms is assumed to be decidable. Then DEF( t) is valid. q 
Sometimes we study only minimally defined models where every term of primitive 
sort is assumed to be undefined if it cannot be reduced to a primitive term. 
7. Conclusions 
Algebraic specifications of partial higher-order algebras provide a powerful and 
flexible framework for the requirement specification as well as design specification. 
By including appropriate definitions the transition to particular programming styles 
is possible such that a coherent programming framework can be built. 
The presented approach was carefully developed keeping in mind the following 
goals for the logical framework: 
- total logics (not a partial two-valued logic), 
- classical equational calculus, 
- reasoning about the definedness of terms 1n a separated calculus on top of 
equational reasoning. 
Other design decisior:s were based on the following principles: 
- partial functions as an adequate framework, 
- hierarchical types as a structuring cO&ce 
- higher-order functions as powerfu4 specification concept, 
- loose semantics with term-generation principle for flexible program development. 
Questions of parameterized types and polymo have not been touch 
in this paper, but have to be considered too for practical purposes. is i 
that still a lot of work has to be 
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